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Come home to better looking movies with Sony’s new Full HD 3D VPL-HW40ES home cinema projector 
 
TORONTO, ON, March 31, 2014:  Sony today announced its new Full HD 3D home cinema projector, the 

VPL-HW40ES that brings a true home cinema experience to a wider audience. From action-packed 

thrillers to drama and absorbing documentaries, the VPL-HW40ES brings movies and TV shows to life in 

2D or 3D with fabulous colours, detail and contrast. 

 

‘Come home to better looking movies’  

 

The VPL-HW40ES delivers the high quality, immersive images of a big screen cinema experience into the 

home, using the same SXRD panel technology featured in Sony’s top-flight digital cinema projectors, but 

at a fraction of the price. 

 

Dave Schultz, Marketing Manager for Data & Home Cinema Projectors said, “This is a huge step forward 

for our home-cinema range, offering an exceptional viewer experience both in 2D and 3D. Contrast 

Enhancer, Motionflow technology, and Reality Creation all help the VPL-HW40ES deliver a brilliant Home 

Cinema experience for the discerning cinephile.” 

 

Take a new look at reality  

 

Developed for Sony’s leading 4K home cinema projectors to enable extreme clarity in every pixel, Reality 

Creation reproduces original colours and textures that are lost when movies are packaged to disc. Users 

will see the difference with crisper, sharper pictures that bring you closer to the original master. 

 

The enhanced optical engine of the VPL-HW40ES home cinema projector using SXRD panels, features a 

powerful 1700 lumen colour brightness for clearer, high-impact images, and additional features such as 

picture settings for Sony’s Bright Cinema and Bright TV mode improved picture quality when watching in 

well-lit rooms. 

 



 
 
 
 
The ultimate picture quality 
 

Contrast Enhancer analyses scenes in real time, continuously optimizing dynamic range in each area of 

the image for rich, deep blacks and sparkling highlights. Sport and action scenes also benefit from 

Motionflow technology, which inserts extra images between the original frames, resulting in smoother, 

sharper and more fluid on-screen motion with less blur.  

 

Flexible installation 
 

Sony understands the needs of home cinema users, and designed the VPL-HW40ES with them in mind. 

With an extra-wide lens shift range, the VPL-HW40ES offers more options for positioning the projector 

from a ceiling mount or off-centre horizontally, so that users will always get beautifully proportioned 

pictures. The VPL-HW40ES has a built-in 3D IR transmitter, automatically recognizes 2D or 3D content, 

and offers a choice of picture modes to suit whatever you’re watching.  

 

The VPL-HW40ES will be available in April in black only, and pricing will be less than $2500  
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About The Professional Solutions Group 
The Professional Solutions Group (PSG) is a division of Sony of Canada Ltd., headquartered in Toronto, 
ON, with additional Sales and Service facilities in Calgary, AB (sales office), Montréal, QC and Vancouver, 
BC (sales office). 
PSG is dedicated to the marketing, sales and support of Sony's full range of Professional video and audio 
hardware and recording media. For Broadcast and Production applications, PSG offers a comprehensive 
range of equipment, including Cameras, Camcorders, Recorders, Production Switchers, Monitors, 
Professional Audio, Networked Production and Content Management Systems. PSG also supplies a 
broad array of product for Corporate, Industrial, Retail, Cinema, Education and Medical applications. 
This range of products includes: Imaging Cameras, PTZ Cameras, Security and Surveillance Cameras and 
Recorders, Data & Large Venue, Home Theatre and Cinema Projection, Digital Signage Players, Displays 
and Wall systems, Medical Printers, Cameras and Recorders, Videoconferencing. PSG Systems 
Engineering compliments the sales and marketing team with technical consultation, complete end-to-
end design, integration and commissioning services.  

About Sony of Canada Ltd. 
Established in 1955, Sony of Canada Ltd. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Sony Corporation, of Tokyo, 
Japan, a world leader in High Definition. Sony provides end-to-end solutions through products that 
include the market-leading Blu-ray Disc™ players, BRAVIA® televisions, Cyber-shot® digital cameras, 
Handycam® Camcorders, VAIO® computers, broadcast cameras, IPELA security cameras and video 
conferencing and many more products that deliver the true entertainment experience.  



Sony is one of the most comprehensive entertainment companies in the world with a portfolio that 

includes electronics, music, movies, games and online businesses. With headquarters in Toronto, sales 

offices in Vancouver and Montreal and distribution centres in Coquitlam, British Columbia, and Whitby, 

Ontario. Sony Canada is devoted to the betterment of children, the environment, and the community. 

Through the Sony Canada Charitable Foundation (SCCF), Sony Canada aims to maximize its support of 

charitable and philanthropic organizations, including Make-A-Wish® Canada, the United Way of Canada 

and Earth Day Canada.  

For further information, please visit us at www.sonybiz.ca or contact us at psg@sony.ca 
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